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1.For teachers in grades 4-12: District Expectations for the use of Canvas in March are to create 4
or more Schoolwork assignments, and have Discussions for each group. Post weekly lesson plans in
calendar. For teachers in grades K-3: District Expectations for the use of Canvas in March are to
create 2 or more school-based Discussions for group. Continue creating assignments or quizzes. Put
student materials into Pages for student and parent access. Continue posting weekly news letters in
Calendar.
2.For all teachers: The Apple Distinguished Educator Program has now been around for 23
years, and since 1994, Apple's Apple Distinguished Educators program recognizes K–12 and
higher-education pioneers who are using Apple technology to transform teaching and learning.
These are the educators who are looking to change the world. They are active leaders from
around the world helping other educators rethink what’s possible with iPad and Mac to make
learning deeply personal for every student. It is a free program, and you can apply today at this
link: The Apple Distinguished Educator Program.
3. For all ELA, Literature, Science, and Social Studies Teachers, or any reading teacher:
Do you know about ActivelyLearn? ActivelyLearn.com is a website that is device agnostic (working on
all devices) that motivates and engages
students by providing a purpose, asking questions
to stop and reflect, and motivating
peer discussions. With Actively Learn, you help
students engage and collaborate
more, which helps them persevere through a
complex text. EACS students and
staff simply use their Google sign in to the site.
Look for a tutorial coming soon on
EACS Teacher Professional Development and
please contact your Tech Coach
with further questions.
4.For all High School ACT preppers,
both students and teachers: Do you know how
to ACT Up? Free in the App Store here, ACT Up: ACT Prep mobile App is a 4+ rated free app
designed to get rid of ACT prep materials and prepare students with delightful interaction,
regimented practice, and adaptive feedback, leading up to the ACT test. A special thanks to
Jennifer Sholl for this one.
5. For all Teachers K-12: Do you have a need to create Infographics or have students create
Infographics as part of a project or activity? Two free 4+ rated apps would work great for
Infographics: Photo Collage Maker or Typorama both free in the App Store, are easy to use
image creators that allow you to adjust, crop, and alter pictures, as well as add text onto the
pictures for photo collages and Infographics.
6. Fun technology fact: Will HD TVs ever get paper-thin? Well, they are already credit-card
thin. Watch the video here: (audio in Japanese) LG's
Wallpaper TV. From intense color and stunning
contrast, to an innovative wallpaper OLED that lets you
‘peel and stick’ the display to your wall with a magnetic
mat, appliance company LG’s OLED TVs allows you to
view television like never before with a bendable, creditcard thin TV. Startlingly expensive: the 65" version
starts at around $7,000. A special thanks to Mary Jones
for this one.

